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WINTER NEWSLETTER 2022
Alas, we bring in the New Year with an Atlas Newsletter providing an update! Given that
the autumnal equinox and winter solstice are both behind us, we will have to call this the
Fall/Winter edition of the Atlas Newsletter. We had bigger plans for the Fall edition, and we
will share some of those summer adventures in a mid-winter edition. Taking priority this
fall was updating the coverage information (i.e., database) to get as much data as possible
entered to enable a first run at mapping species distributions to see if we had closed the
significant gaps that persisted at the start of the field season. This information allowed the
Atlas Steering Committee to decide if we could finish the Atlas on-time in 2021 or whether
we would need to add a sixth field season to make up for the lost opportunities in 2020.
So, without further ado we have this to say, “Congratulations. We did it! Thank you to
everyone involved!”. With the combined efforts of summer field technicians and our great
contingent of volunteers we conclude the data collection phase and move the Atlas project
into the production phase.
We had an incredible summer of coverage progress with Saskatchewan enjoying a relative
state of ‘business as usual’ with most northern regions opening to travelers by late-June, or
earlier. From the Atlas Office perspective, mid-May through mid-July ended up being a
whirlwind of happenings coordinating work efforts that began near Eastend and concluded
with several expeditions in the north. There were persistent challenges with various travel
restrictions or inconveniences that necessitated a redrawing of some plans as late as midMay and continuing into June. A ‘summer of adjustments’ we call it, but thanks to an
adaptable summer work crew and dedicated volunteer efforts, coverage pretty well
occurred in all corners of the province to plug the data gaps.
For your efforts we offer a heart felt thank you to all who have been involved in the
challenge and journey. Foremost, we thank our dedicated group of volunteer Regional
Coordinators who helped to track region-specific coverage goals and to organize the
volunteer efforts. In addition to helping to organize the volunteer effort, many regional
coordinators were also among the most persistent participants often traveling many hours
and making numerous overnight trips to do what was necessary to chip away at the 5-year
coverage goal. We want to recognize that this sustained effort was at the foundation of the
Atlas success.
We recognize all volunteer contribution, big and small, they all contribute to the final Atlas
products. Naturally, most participants hailed from Saskatchewan, but some Atlas die-hards
made the journey across the country hailing from two of three coasts (Nova Scotia and
British Columbia) and all provinces in between. Thanks to all for lending a hand and for
sharing the birding experiences that you documented. With Atlases active in Newfoundland
and Ontario, perhaps the allure of atlassing in a new place will
inspire trips to discover great birding elsewhere? In the meantime,
please don’t wait for the next Saskatchewan Atlas to continue to
enjoy the diverse birding opportunities found here in Saskatchewan!

Progress to date
Checklists

30,618

Registered Participants

529

Atlas squares with data

2,961

Records
Breeding species

398,256
276

Hours of atlassing

17,945

Point counts

15,445

Bio-acoustic point
counts

3,888

Current as of January 4, 2022

Data entry deadline is
January 31, 2022!
A publication of
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A female Red-naped Sapsucker spotted in the
Cypress Uplands.
Arthur Beague

Atlas field technicians enter data into spreadsheets under the shade of a makeshift
shelter at Suffern Lake Regional Park during a particularly hot and smoky spell in mid-July.
LeeAnn Latremouille

Important Project Dates
Can you spot the bird? This expertly
camouflaged Common Nighthawk was
nearly stepped on and flushed a couple of
feet off of an egg (see insert).
LeeAnn Latremouille

31 January 2022

Data entry deadline
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Point counts are a key
information source of a
modern breeding bird atlas
because they are used to
estimate the relative abundance
of many species. The adjacent
map shows the distribution of
squares where point counts
have been completed in shades
of blue, and highlights where
more point counts will derive
(coloured
circles)
when
outstanding samples are added
to the database. Bioacoustics
data are presently being
transcribed and a bit of data
from summer staff and other
sources are still trickling in.
Maps such as this helped to
inform the decision to wrap up
data collection in 2021.

Point Count Coverage
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2021 Staff Deployments and Remote Trips
From Claydon to Tazin Lake, atlas staff were busy surveying and coordinating large-scale efforts to fill in
key gaps in some of the most under surveyed and remote locations in the province. Field crews braved
late-May blizzards, dodged fires, at times couldn’t avoid smoke and extreme heat, and some also had
encounters with bears making 2021 a summer of eventful memories! Stay tuned for a mid-winter trip
report newsletter detailing some of these adventures.
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Please enjoy a sneak-peek at
some examples of very
preliminary maps bearing in
mind:
•

Data entry is not complete. These
maps were generated from
records in NatureCounts by lateSeptember, and more records will
be added as they become
available. Data validation is
ongoing and the maps help with
QA/QC and identifying records to
check.

•

Maps were generated using an
‘unsupervised run’ of the mapping
process essentially using the same
parameters as the Manitoba Atlas
with no Saskatchewan-specific
parameterization, yet!

•

Black dots indicate squares with
records for that species, grey dots
represent squares that were
surveyed having not detected the
species.

Preliminary Maps: Probability of Observation

Probability of Observation
Probability of Observation maps
show on a scale of 0.0 to 1.0
(0% to 100% chance) the
predicted chance of finding a
species after 20 hours of survey
effort during the breeding
season.
Darker colour indicates a
greater probability of detecting
the species.
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Reminder:
•

Data entry is not complete.

•

Preliminary mapping process used
an ‘unsupervised run’.

•

Black dots = squares with records
for that species; grey dots =
surveyed squares.

Preliminary Maps: Relative Abundance

Relative Abundance
This map shows the predicted
number of birds per 15 point
count estimated using the point
count data. They are helpful for
visualising where in its range a
species is most abundant.
The darkest shade represents
the top 10% of predicted
relative abundance values.
The remaining 90% of values
are divided into 5 or fewer
categories—each lighter shade
represent half of the abundance
of the previous level.
Relative abundance is derived
separately for each species, so
values in the legend will be
different for each species.
If we compare to the previous
map, we can see that while
Swainson’s Hawks are regularly
observed throughout southern
SK, there are relatively more in
the southwest than elsewhere.
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Reminder:
•

Data entry is not complete.

•

Preliminary mapping process used
an ‘unsupervised run’.

•

Black dots = squares with records
for that species; grey dots =
surveyed squares.

Preliminary Maps: Probability of Observation

Probability of Observation

This map shows the predicted
chance of finding a Pileated
Woodpecker given 20 hours of
survey effort during the
breeding season.
Darker colour indicate a higher
likelihood of finding the species.
Probability of observation is
always bounded between 0 and
1, as such, the scaling is the
same for all species maps.
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Reminder:
•

Data entry is not complete.

•

Preliminary mapping process used
an ‘unsupervised run’.

•

Black dots = squares with records
for that species; grey dots =
surveyed squares.

Preliminary Maps: Relative Abundance

Relative Abundance

This map shows the predicted
number
of
Pileated
Woodpeckers per 15 point
count estimated using the point
count data. They are helpful for
visualising where in its range a
species is most abundant.
Relative abundance is derived
separately for each species, so
values in the legend will be
different for each species.
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Reminder:
•

Data entry is not complete.

•

Preliminary mapping process used
an ‘unsupervised run’.

•

Black dots = squares with records
for that species; grey dots =
surveyed squares.

Preliminary Maps: Probability of Observation

Probability of Observation

This map shows the predicted
chance of finding a Chipping
Sparrow given 20 hours of
survey effort during the
breeding season.
Darker colour indicate a higher
likelihood of finding the species.
Probability of observation is
always bounded between 0 and
1, so the scaling is the same for
all species maps.
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Reminder:
•

Data entry is not complete.

•

Preliminary mapping process used
an ‘unsupervised run’.

•

Black dots = squares with records
for that species; grey dots =
surveyed squares.

Preliminary Maps: Relative Abundance

Relative Abundance

This map shows the predicted
number of Chipping Sparrows
per 15 point count estimated
using the point count data.
Relative abundance maps are
useful for visualising where in
its distribution a species is most
abundant.
Relative abundance is derived
separately for each species, so
values in the legend will be
different for each species.
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Import Your
eBird Checklists!

Do you have checklists on eBird that you would like to submit to
the Atlas? You can use the “Import from eBird” button found on
the data entry page to quickly import your valid checklists.
Two key points:
•

Make sure checklists did not cross square boundaries!

•

Breeding evidence codes are required for inclusion in atlas.

1. Log in to eBird and find a checklist to submit. The checklist should be from
the breeding season (late-May to early-August) or be an observation of a
species breeding outside the main breeding season and occurring within a
single Atlas square. Copy the Checklist ID (e.g., S123456), found on the top
left of the checklist details.
2. On the Saskatchewan Atlas NatureCounts portal, go to the
Submit Data page and click the “Import from eBird” button.
3. Enter your eBird login, password, and the corresponding eBird
Checklist ID and click “Import from eBird” - this will take a few
moments.
4. Review the checklist details, ensuring the checklist did not cross
square boundaries. Click continue.
5. To review the species list, select the “Only show species with
data” checkbox. Please add appropriate breeding evidence
codes where missing (blanks are treated as non-breeders and
they are not included in Atlas analyses), review any codes that
are highlighted in red, and provide descriptions and locations
for rare species and Species at Risk if not already done.
6. Press “Submit” to submit your checklist to the Atlas.
NOTE:
•

If you did not record breeding evidence in your eBird checklist, H or S are
the most appropriate codes to assign: H for being in suitable breeding
habitat and S for singing/vocalizing in suitable breeding habitat.

•

Checklists are not linked - any changes made will not appear on eBird and
vice versa!
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Tax Receipts for Atlassing
Expenses
Didn’t get around to submitting your
expense claims? It’s too late for the 2021
tax year but you can still submit a claim
to be processed for 2022!
Birds Canada is able to offer tax receipts
for donations through a ‘cheque
exchange’ via cheque, electronic money
transfer, or credit card. Volunteer
participants can record their mileage and
keep receipts for other expenses (e.g.
food, accommodation), complete an
application form, and mail it along with a
cheque to the Atlas Office. Visit the Atlas
Travel Support page on the website for
forms and further details.

Contact us
306-249-2894
1-844-369-2894 (toll-free)
skatlas@birdscanada.org
sk.birdatlas.ca

Can you spot the nest? A Spotted Sandpiper built this cleverly concealed and sheltered
nest under an overhanging rock on the south shore of Lake Athabasca.
Kiel Drake

Veuillez contacter le Bureau de l'Atlas si vous souhaitez recevoir ce document en français.

Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas Supporters

Partner Organizations

Banner photo: Danica Hogan
Silhouettes based on photos by: May Haga and Nick Saunders
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